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Giant Human Brain Model, 2.5 times 
Full-Size, 14 part - 3B Smart 
Anatomy

Item No. 1001261 [VH409]

Weight 6.835 kg

Dimensions 34 x 30 x 37 cm

Brand 3B Scientific
Read More

SKU:

Categories:Brain Models
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Product Description

New anatomy app called 3B Smart Anatomy now included for FREE with Giant Human Brain Model, 
2.5 times Full-Size, 14 part.

Every original 3B Scientific anatomy model now includes these additional FREE features:

Free access to the anatomy course 3B Smart Anatomy, hosted inside the award-winning 
Complete Anatomy app by 3D4Medical
The 3B Smart Anatomy course includes 23 digital anatomy lectures, 117 different virtual 
anatomy models and 39 anatomy quizzes to test your knowledge
Bonus: FREE warranty upgrade from 3 to 5 years with every product registration

TIP: You will also receive access to a free 3-day trial to all premium features of the Complete 
Anatomy app when you sign up for your 3B Smart Anatomy course.

To unlock these benefits, simply scan the label located on your model and register online. All 3B Smart 
Anatomy features are completely free of charge for you. Click here to learn more.

At 2.5 times life-size the giant brain is 3B Scientific's most comprehensive brain model. This jumbo 
human brain is also a very useful teaching aid, especially for large groups of students. The brain is 
made of unbreakable durable vinyl and can be broken down into 14 segments. All structures of the 
brain and the ventricles are visible through median, frontal and transverse divisions. For added 
convenience the gigantic brain is delivered on removable base and with a detailed product manual.
3B Smart Anatomy explained in 90 seconds:
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